Brittle Deformation Test

Instructions

You will be presented with a series of words that have been broken up or fragmented. These words have been sequentially spaced and shifted along the length of cuts.

In the actual items you will be working with there will be a letter or symbol that repeats between each of the letters. The extra letter or symbol starts right after the first letter of the word and ends just before the last letter.

You will be given 1 minute to decipher the fragmented word.

Please see practice problems on next page.
Example 1

Before fragmentation:

After fragmentation example 1:

After fragmentation example 2:

After fragmentation example 3:

Go to next page.
Example 2

Before fragmentation w/ irrelevant characters:

After fragmentation w/ irrelevant characters example 1:

After fragmentation w/ irrelevant characters example 2:

After fragmentation w/ irrelevant characters example 3:

STOP! Wait until further instructions.
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